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Abstract:  

Urban spaces are representative of the era in which they are conceived and built. With the passing of 

time and changes in the demand for newer types of goods and resources, many urban public spaces constantly 

adapt to the shifting paradigm or wither into misuse and dereliction. This paper looks at the tangible and 

intangible elements that make urban public spaces resilient. The case chosen for this investigation is Chandni 

Chowk in Shahjahanabad, the medieval capital city of the later Mughal period. 
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1. Introduction 

Resilience refers to the ability of the public space to retain its urban and social relevance over 

extended periods of time. This means that the space must be adaptable to the constant change in the 

socio-cultural patterns of the communities that constitute the city and use its spaces. Only through this 

process of constant re-invention can the space remain relevant to the needs of the city and its inhabitants. 

The processes by which this adaptation occur constitute what is termed here as ‘urban flexibility’. There are 

two primary aspects to urban flexibility.  

The first of these is the temporal transformation or the adaptation of the space across time. A historic 

overview of the use of the public space since its inception allows one to understand how the needs and 

demands of the society have changed. It also allows one to analyse in retrospect the extent of flexibility 

expressed by the physical realm towards the corresponding changes in society. For example, the widening 

and narrowing of the very same thoroughfare would point towards an increased or decreased need, 

respectively, for the use of the space for transportation. It is important to note that an element of spatial 

transformation is implied in the analysis of temporal transformations. However, it is vital to keep in mind that 

the temporal scale far exceeds the spatial vagaries in this first case and as such, only major epochal 

changes in the physical realm have been highlighted in this study.  

The second aspect of urban flexibility is ‘spatial transformation’. Spatial transformation refers to the 

changes in the physical realm over short periods of time
1
. Public spaces remain active throughout the day 

by offering a variety of functions to a varied group of users. The activities that result from the interaction 

between the functions and the users are of both formal and informal natures. For example, in an institutional 

area, all users terminate their interaction with institutional functions at a fixed time (say 5 PM). This means 

that the institutional area is bereft of public life after 5 PM. In order that a space remains active, it must offer 

areas of mixed use which ensure a staggered participation in public activities by the users. These changing 

or staggering formal uses encourage participation from the informal sector in varying degrees. For example, 

vendors and hawkers of various food items congregate on streets and footpaths in areas which attract 

major public usage and are free to follow the crowds through the urban public spaces throughout the day. 

These transformations occur on a diurnal basis and are largely facilitated by the design of the physical 

realm and the character of the built form, as we shall see. The study of spatial transformations is built upon 

a documentation of Chandni Chowk as it exists.  

Underlying the transformations is the more subtle but crucial factor of societal control. Societal 

control defines the extent to which these transformations can be permitted or are deemed necessary. More 

                                                        

1
 Spaces which exhibit a high tendency to transform throughout the day are referred to as Kinetic Urban Spaces 

(P. V. K. Rameshwar, 1993, CEPT University, Ahmedabad) and offer the best examples to study the daily 
behavior of resilient and lively public spaces. 
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locally, societal control exerted on small public spaces, footpaths and streets by users and owners affects 

the nature and functioning of both the formal and informal activity generators (Whyte, 1980). Societal 

control essentially works locally but its effects over larger areas can be additive in most cases. This 

consequently affects both the diurnal and long term transformations and leads to an organic adaptation at 

the macro level of the city
2
. 

Figure 1 - Plan of Shahjahanabad in 1857-58 

 

Source: William Mackenzie, www.columbia.edu 

2. Context 

 Medieval Indian cities offer suitable conditions for the study of resilient urban spaces. Firstly, 

medieval urbanism in India was essentially accretive (Begde, 1978). Within a framework established by the 

designers of the city’s structure, neighbourhoods emerged organically over centuries. Therefore, temporally 

speaking, the built form is flexible and by extension, so are the adjoining interstices. Thus, spaces and 

                                                        

2
 According to Jamel Akbar, the traditional built environment is an outcome of the participatory efforts of 

generations of inhabitants. It emerges through constant dialogue between stakeholders and the environment. 

http://www.columbia.edu/
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buildings have historically waxed and waned in their spread, density and usage over centuries. Secondly, 

until the advent of Indian industrialisation and modern urban planning exercises in the early twentieth 

century, most large medieval cities were walled and grew to house large populations within the demarcated 

confines. Since the walls of the city also served the purpose of marking the taxation boundary
3
, this 

permitted a plethora of functions to develop including and not restricted to variegated modes of manufacture 

and production. Efficiency in the use of space thus became paramount with commercial spaces such as 

bazaars and market squares playing an important part in the urban public life alongside religious and social 

institutions. Thirdly, there is a finely balanced tension between the built and the open environments. This 

means that both realms compete for dominance within the city and the use of spaces or buildings have to 

be justified. This led not only to efficiency in the use of the physical but also in the temporal dimension. 

Lastly and most importantly, medieval cities in India have been tenacious in their survival through the ages. 

Many of these cities are not only adaptive and active but thrive as urban cores of flourishing metropolitan 

regions
4
.  

 In the current study, the phenomenon of resilience through urban flexibility is studied in the context 

of Chandni Chowk, an axial bazaar street and major thoroughfare in the medieval city of Shahjahanabad.  

Old Delhi or the walled city of Shahjahanabad was founded in 1639 by Shahjahan, the Mughal Emperor. 

This city served as the capital of the Mughal Empire until its end in 1857. The royal centre was conceived 

as a city of nobles and the rich and powerful merchants. It abounded in monumental buildings, gardens and 

large vibrant public spaces (Dalrymple, 1993). Despite its small geographical area, the city houses a high 

population density due the intensity of commercial activity and remains the symbolic centre of metropolitan 

Delhi (Jain, 2009). 

3. Historic inception and influences 

 From its inception, the Mughal dynasty in India has been characterised by its syncretism of Islamic 

culture with local traditions, be it in the diplomatic matrimonial alliances of Akbar’s court with houses of the 

Hindu nobility, or in the origin of Urdu as one of the languages of great literature from a harmonious blend of 

Persian, Arabic, Turkish and the local Hindustani tongues. Shahjahanabad, envisioned by Shah Jahan in 

1639 as an exemplary capital city of the Mughal Empire in its prime, the hub of a flourishing Islamic culture, 

was an Indo-Islamic city; the formalism and symmetry of its Palace Complex, gardens and boulevards and 

even the style of the buildings all of which were of Islamic influence, were laid out over town planning 

                                                        

3
 According to Prof. Neelkanth Chhaya, medieval Indian cities emerged primarily as a product of trade and 

commerce centred on the market squares and bazaars. In such cities, the administrative authority used the walls 
primarily for defining the taxation boundaries. 
4
 There is no co-relation to suggest that medieval cities support flourishing metropolises. However, it is interesting 

to note the high degree to which these old cities have adapted themselves to be relevant in the modern context 
alongside other paradigms of urbanism. This tenacious behavior provokes further study to evaluate if the 
resilience is a product of urban flexibility as we have hypothesized.  
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principles derived from the Hindu
5
 principles of Vastu Shastra (Garella, 2005). The prolific and beautiful 

examples of architectural marvel which dot the city, designed by Shah Jahan in conjunction with his chief 

architects, were liberal in their assimilation of Hindu symbols and elements. And this city of the Muslim 

nobles and nobility was still served by Hindu mercantile and clerical classes, many of whom became 

extended members of the royal court and adopted the Muslim dress and address in their aspiration to 

emulate the high culture of the Mughals (Blake, 2002). 

 

Figure 2 - The Chandni Chowk from the top of the Lahore Gate of the Fort, the canal depicted running 
down the middle by Sita Ram 1814-15 

 

Source: British Library Online Gallery, 
http://www.bl.uk/onlinegallery/onlineex/apac/addorimss/t/largeimage55228.html  (Last consulted: 30

th
 

June, 2013) 

 

                                                        

5
  Town planning principles from the Vedic period of civilization in the Indian sub-continent have also been 

referred to as ‘Hindu’ town planning principles.  

http://www.bl.uk/onlinegallery/onlineex/apac/addorimss/t/largeimage55228.html
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It was the high culture of the Mughals which held sway in north India at the time. Arts were 

appreciated and artists patronised; many of the nobles themselves practiced some form of art, be it poetry-

writing or calligraphy. Shahjahan’s abiding passion was architecture, and the execution of Shahjahanabad 

was at the same time a statement of power and the fulfilment of a dream; in the Diwan-i-Khas (private 

audience hall) of the Lal Qila is an inscription which reads, ‘If there is a heaven on earth, it is this.’ The 

Begum ki Sarai, the travellers’ inn which faced the reflecting pool of Chandni Chowk, with its beautiful 

architecture and grand Mughal gardens, was a destination in itself; it was deemed a great honour to be able 

to stay there. 

Chandni Chowk was the main thoroughfare of Shahjahanabad- the grandest bazaar of the grandest 

Mughal city of India. Conceptualised by Jahanara, Shah Jahan’s eldest daughter, it was a broad avenue 

with a canal running along its length down the middle of the road, lined by trees on both sides to provide 

shade. Leading directly to the imperial residence, it saw grand processions coming into the city towards the 

palace. Extending 1.36km from the Lahori Gate of the Lal Qila to the Fatehpuri Masjid, it was 36m broad 

and divided into various chowks and bazaars
6
, of which Chandni Chowk

7
 was just one chowk (town 

square), to begin with (Mohan, 2000). The market street of Chandni Chowk was renowned the world over 

and had merchants from Turkey, Syria, Yemen, Iraq, China, England and Holland among other countries, 

selling everything possible, from grains and textiles and ironmongery, to rare and luxurious goods (Blake, 

2002).  

4. Physical conception and urban typo-morphology 

Physically, Chandni Chowk was conceived as a grand axial pathway connecting two quintessentially 

Islamic institutions. The first of these is the institution of power represented by the Lal Qila (or Red Fort) to 

the East along the banks of river Yamuna and the second is the institution of religion represented by the 

Fathepuri Masjid (Mosque). The gesture is not just physical but alludes to a symbolic relation between the 

ruler and the ruled. Facilitating this integration and strengthening the productivity of this urban public space 

is the institution of commerce, the cornerstone of medieval Indian cities
8
. Whereas the inception of Chandni 

Chowk was formal, over the centuries, the form and space have been subjected to ‘localization’ which can 

be “(u)nderstood as the act of occupying space by the locals; a phenomenon that encompasses a steady 

claiming over of open public space by people who use it extensively, thus, rendering the space an identity 

and a character” (Patel, 2005). Chandni Chowk evolved gradually as an indispensible market centre in the 

old city and retains its character to this day. 

                                                        

6
  The Urdu Bazar extending from the Lahori Gate to Chowk Kotwala, the Johri Bazar which ran from Chowk 

Kotwala to Chandni Chowk, and the Fatehpuri Bazar, from Chandni Chowk up to the Fatehpuri Masjid. 
7
  Chandni Chowk initially referred to the main square onto which the Begum ki Sarai faced and which had a 

reflecting pool, fed by the canal running along the centre of the road and which gave the chowk its name. 
8
  Ibid., p.2 
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 Chandni Chowk’s typo-morphology
9
 within the old city is revealed through three scales of 

interactions. Firstly, at the scale of the city (Shahjahanabad), it manifests as the central square on a major 

institutional and commercial corridor. The seeping public realm
10

 on Chandni Chowk Road is fed by a 

complex network of streets which channel flow of users and goods to the main thoroughfare from the 

adjoining urban blocks and communities. Streets in the old city are traditionally of two types, the katras and 

the kuchas. Katras are linear and branch off from the main streets. Each katra is a specialized market 

street. Kuchas are cul-de-sac streets which branch off from the katras and penetrate the physical heart of 

the urban blocks where communities reside. The many katras (side streets) leading off from Chandni 

Chowk contain kuchas (gated cul-de-sacs) in which communities associated with specific commercial 

craftsmanship stay. Dariba, the jewellers’ street and Ballimaran, famous for its leather works, Khari Baoli, 

Katra Neel and others are areas that survive even today. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                        

9
 Coined by the Italian architect, Aymonino, the element of the ‘typo-morphological’ approach, deemed significant 

in an urban analysis is the urban tissue/ morphological region; an organic whole, whose form, in turn, is studied at 
three distinct levels of resolution: 

a. At the level of the city (or a part thereof) and the composition of urban blocks within it. (Macro) 
b. At the level of the urban block and the composition of built form within it. (Meso) 
c. At the level of the built form and adjoining open spaces. (Micro) 

Emphasis is thus not in the study of individual building types or in the classification of urban spaces in isolation, 
but in the study of the relationship between building types and their related urban open space. (Patel, 2005) 
10

 According to Prof. P. V. K. Rameshwar (1993, CEPT University), a seeping public realm constitutes a series of 
interconnected physical spaces housing various social and cultural activities of public consequence such that the 
functions and its user freely intermingle and flow in and out of each other. Seeping urban spaces offer a 
decentralized public realm usage and permit activities and functions (especially commerce) to flourish within 
cities. 
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Figure 3 - The typo-morphology of Shahjahanabad on three scales from the city to the individual building 
unit 

 

Source: GANESH, J. & MUKHERJEE, R. (2011) Changing perspectives on business districts in New Delhi. 
Redefining the Concept of CDB, Les Ateliers [Author's own work] 

 

Secondly, within the urban block
11

, the neighbourhoods are connected by the cul-de-sacs or kuchas 

which act as community spaces for social gatherings and cultural festivities. Public life in the old city begins 

with the use of these kuchas for semi-public activities. The physical distance from the city’s urban spaces 

and the intimate scale offering direct access to the residences permit personal and familial gatherings to 

take place. Kuchas, typically do not act as market streets even though they are defined by the residence of 

particular trade communities. This is because of the use of space for the nature of activities described 

above. Kuchas open into katras which form the secondary market streets or bazaars. These katras are 

specialized
12

 market streets which sell goods manufactured by the communities of traders who reside 

within the adjoining urban block. The nature of activity in katras is public and whereas the scale of operation 

is still local (in terms of morphology), the specialization in the commerce causes a citywide influx of 

consumers. This is an important feature since it ensures a regular flow of people from one part of the city to 

another through regions of urban activity
13

. The specialized activities on the katras overflow (spill) onto 

Chandni Chowk Road at the intersections and this leads to variations in the activity patterns across the 

length. Every intersection (both minor and major) is marked by a different configuration of shops in the 

goods they sell, the users they attract and the informal market that trades around it.  

                                                        

11
 An urban block typically refers to a large pocket of built form containing one or more neighbourhoods and allied 

functions bounded on all sides by main roads. A city is composed of many such urban blocks. 
12

  Ibid. Pg. 4 
13

  Ibid. Pg. 1 & 2 
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 Thirdly, at the level of the street and its interaction with the abutting building edge, the nature of 

activity is governed partly by the functions that the space offers and the way the building edge allows the 

spill-over from these activities to enter the public realm. For example, in Dariba, jewellers typically bring 

their furniture out on the street by resting them over the thresholds of their shops. These tables then span 

the small run-off that lines the street edge and onto the street. Most jewellery stores also have an artisan on 

the outside working on the table. While this allows maximum use of space within the shop, it also extends 

the internal function onto the street where the negotiation between the artisan, the public and the table 

generate activity. Along the Chandni Chowk Road, the wide pavements and sporadic arcades allow 

informal vendors of various trades to find place and set shop.  

 The morphology of the urban public space and its use thereof becomes a product of the 

interactions between the physical realm of the built form and the social realm of the communities and these 

manifests as urban functions and public activities. 

5. Temporal transformations 

From its conception as a broad and straight tree-lined avenue to its evolution over the years into the 

spine of a dense and organic network of shops and streets, Chandni Chowk has seen many changes in the 

course of its long history. The area has been marked and shaped by events of significance, events which 

recharted the history of India- all of which it weathered with a characteristic resilience. Looking at the street 

in the current times, it is difficult to believe that it was once the site of royal processions and exotic markets 

from around the world. As the central axis of Shahjahanabad leading to the imperial residence of the Red 

Fort, Chandni Chowk was a market famous around the world, an unbelievably rich bazaar with goods and 

wares fit for nobility. 

Figure 4 - Panorama of Shahjahanabad from the Red Fort 

 

Source : 8
th December, 2011, The Delhi 

Wallah, http://farm8.staticflickr.com/7175/6464304081_84ce96dd29_z.jpg, (Last consulted: 

30
th June, 2013) 

 

Even in this atmosphere of exalted trade and commercial activity however, there was a distinct sense 

of community and personal ties. Many of the merchants, like the artists, had patrons among the nobility and 

http://farm8.staticflickr.com/7175/6464304081_84ce96dd29_z.jpg
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goods were sold on credit. Presentations of gifts were made to the great men who in turn, redistributed 

wealth among their households like benevolent patriarchs. The havelis of the nobles formed the salons of 

urban society, each with their own establishment of artists. This openness and communal sentiment was 

reflected in the accessible design of the Red Fort, which although a stronghold of security, provided a 

metaphorical sense of access to the Emperor Shah Jahan. Thus it was that if one stood in the Urdu Bazar 

(now Chandni Chowk) looking towards the Lal Qila, it was a straight axis which led from there, past the 

Lahori Gate right up to the Emperor’s throne in the Diwan-i-Am (Hall of Public Audience) (Mukherji, 2010).  

It was Aurangzeb who built an additional line of defence into the architecture of the Red Fort by 

blocking the straight access to the Gate with the walled structure that we most often associate with the 

image of the Red Fort today. This wall was further fortified by the British during the takeover of 1857, when 

the Red Fort was converted from imperial residence to military headquarters (Mukherji, 2010). Colonial 

control over Delhi was established in 1803, when the British helped then Mughal emperor Shah Alam II 

defeat the Marathas. The Mughal emperor was retained as the titular head, as the capital of the British 

Empire then was Calcutta. Early British rule in Delhi was marked by an integration of the British with the 

wealthier class of Indians, as they began to enjoy the Mughal culture and arts; governing activities were 

mild, like proposing sanitary guidelines, restoring the water canal system and establishing satellite 

settlements outside the walled city at Civil Lines, Cantonment etc. (Garella, 2005).  

The Revolt of 1857, notably seen by the patriots as ‘the War of Independence’ and by the British as 

‘the Mutiny,’ changed the British policy towards India entirely, all over the country. The importance of Delhi 

and the sway held by the Mughal emperor over other parts of India were understood by the British, and 

establishing unquestionable control over Delhi became a statement to the rest of the country, that the 

British were here to stay. After recapturing control, the British created a garrison inside the Red Fort. A trial 

was held and the last Mughal emperor, Bahadur Shah Zafar II, was exiled to Rangoon and his family killed. 

Large parts of Shahjahanabad were destroyed by the mutineers and the British in their successive bids for 

control. The citizens of Delhi were reluctant participants of the mutineers’ war (Farooqui, 2010). The sepoys’ 

mistreatment of the city’s elite, even of the emperor, were well-documented. The merchants, petty 

shopkeepers and the civilian households of the city were pressed upon for supplies, looted and lost their 

means of livelihood. And yet, it was they who bore the brunt of the consequences of the Revolt. The British 

policy aimed to put an end to Mughal culture to establish their dominion: mosques were demolished, while 

temples were left standing, and over one third of the traditional neighbourhoods destroyed. Ghalib, a 

classical Urdu and Persian poet, wrote prolifically about the systematic persecution and evacuation of the 

Muslims from the Walled city. The lost grandeur of the former Mughal capital is lamented; his letters 

describe eloquently the pain and loss caused by the British suppression after 1857. 
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Figure 5 – Jama Masjd after 1857 

 

Source : The Delhi Wallah, (Last consulted: 10
th

 October, 2012) 

 

As the walls of the Walled city were torn down to make way for the roadways and railway lines 

planned by the British, Chandni Chowk became part of the canvas on which the history of Shahjahanabad 

was rewritten. Patriots and prominent citizens suspected of treason were publicly tortured and executed on 

this same bazaar boulevard on which royal processions once took place. The British were intent on wiping 

out the Muslim culture of Shahjahanabad as retribution for the treason of the king- the entire Muslim 

population was evicted and those who wished to return to the city had to pay a fine that amounted to 25% of 

the value of their property
14

 (Gayer & Jaffrelot, 2012). A political statement was made through the very 

medium on which Shahjahanabad prided itself- architecture. Bungalows had already begun replacing 

havelis insidiously over the years, the colonial culture asserting itself over the culture of the Mughals. The 

Begum ki Sarai was pulled down and the colonial structure housing the Town Hall
15

 was built in its wake. 

The canals were filled in and a tram service was introduced; where the reflecting pool that gave the street 

its name once stood, a Clock Tower was erected. 

                                                        

14
 As against the fine paid by Hindus, which was 10% of their property value. The policy was clearly an attempt at 

clearing the Muslims out of the city, which is interesting when we observe how the British later make use of the 
Mughal seat of power, the Red Fort, to exert their authority as the implied successors to Mughal rule.  
15

 The Town Hall was initially known as the Lawrence Institute and later as the Institute building. With its literary 
society and museum, it was expected “to improve the local minds and to forward intercourse between Europeans 
and Natives.” (Roy, 2012) 
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The Delhi Durbars of 1877, 1903 and 1911 were displays of power modelled after the traditional 

durbar ceremony
16

, establishing the rule of the British monarchy over the old seat of the Mughals. They 

were meant to secure the support of the maharajas of the princely states for the British Raj by making them 

subjects of the Empire; at the Durbars, the maharajas were seated in the same positions in which they 

would seat their subjects. “The durbar spectacles were transcultural stagings, with speeches delivered in 

English and Urdu. Viceroys borrowed from British and Indian ceremonies and histories to celebrate the Raj 

and disguise imperial problems and failures, from famine to a disgruntled Indian professional class to 

partition of Bengal and its revocation, both of which stirred outrage from Indian and Anglo-Indian 

communities, including Muslims who benefited by the partition and felt betrayed by its revocation. Meant to 

evoke and create national memories to replace Mughal history and the Uprising, coronation durbars 

anticipated modern fascist rallies in their scale and staging of imperial politics” (Codell, 2012).  

The Durbar of 1911 was the only one in which the monarch attended the coronation ceremony. “The 

Red Fort became the royal seat where the king and queen revived the custom of darshan, i.e., appearing 

on the fort balcony in full regalia and robes to share their aura,” recalling the practice of the popular Mughal 

monarchs (Codell, 2012). It was at this durbar that King George V announced the shifting of the capital from 

Calcutta to New Delhi, and laid the foundation stone for the new city. And so it was, that yet again in the 

history of Delhi, a capital city was ambitiously planned and executed, only to be brought down again within 

sixteen years of its completion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                        

16
 In the durbar ceremony, the monarch, wearing formal dress and jewels, heard petitions, displayed himself and 

his aura (darshan) to his people, and exchanged gifts to mark reciprocal relationships and obligations between 
the Indian monarch (raja) and his/her subjects. Its semi-circular seating arrangement made manifest guests’ 
social positions in the hierarchy. (Codell, 2012) 
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Figure 6 – The Delhi Durbar of 1911 

 

Source : The Worcestershire 

Regiment : http://www.worcestershireregiment.com/images/awards/Delhi_Durbar_1911.jpg (Last 

consulted: 30
th June, 2013) 

The city of New Delhi, planned by Edwin Lutyens, was designed as a majestic capital city capable of 

holding its own against any major city of the world. Designed as a model Garden city, its broad avenues, 

the well-planned radial network of roads and the strict geometry of the large plots were in stark contrast to 

the character of the ‘old city’ of Shahjahanabad. It was a city which reflected the imperial grandeur of the 

Raj, meant to be the seat from which to run the administration of the country, and to house the government 

officials and their retainers. Through the entire planning process, the integration of the existing old city was 

conspicuously neglected. Old Delhi was still the commercial hub of Delhi, where most of the ‘common folk’ 

continued to reside; however, the separation of its inhabitants from the world of the higher classes was 

physically reflected in the spatial isolation of the old city, with its poor connectivity to the new heart of the 

city. Thus, the royal city of the Mughals which once excluded the lower classes from residing within its 

walled paradise became a peripheral zone to the glory of New Delhi. 

The New Delhi of the British Raj fell when India gained independence from its colonial rulers in 1947. 

New Delhi, at the brink of midnight on 14
th
 August 1947, Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru began a tradition which 

continues to this day- he delivered a speech from the ramparts of the Red Fort, which once again became 

the platform from which a new order was established. The Red Fort, however, was already a relic of the 

past. The rich culture of the old city, world famous during its golden days, was much diminished over the 

years. It was effectively wiped out after the mass exchange of populations that was Partition. Many 

traditional families were forced to flee to Pakistan after 1947 and a lot of the Old Delhi was lost. The 

destruction of monumental architecture by the British after 1857 was reflected in the looting of Muslim 

shops and the taking over of their property after 1947. The destruction of Mughal culture that began with the 

advent of the British received its final blow nearly a century later.  

http://www.worcestershireregiment.com/images/awards/Delhi_Durbar_1911.jpg
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The city of New Delhi grew explosively in the years following Independence. Delhi received the 

largest number of refugees for a single city- the population of Delhi grew from under 1 million to a little less 

than 2 million in the period 1941-1951, the majority of which increase can be attributed to the Partition. The 

regulated growth of pre-Independence days around the Lutyens’ zone became an uncontrollable expansion 

as temporary refugee camps became permanent settlements
17

 in the absence of other solutions (Kaur, 

2007). Delhi grew. And Chandni Chowk, without an option of expanding growth, grew denser. The 

residential neighbourhoods left vacant by the fleeing Muslim families were overrun with the thousands of 

refugees flooding in from what had become Pakistan. The broad, well-lit shopping area became a crowded 

street. As recalled by a local who lived through the changes, the influx of refugees also changed the local 

culture of the area- new words were added to the vocabulary and newer foods to the diet. New markets 

came up to accommodate the needs of the refugees, which became popular with the locals. Street vendors 

began to line both sides of Chandni Chowk, and the street became so crowded that the trams had to be 

discontinued (Rohatgi, 2011). And true to the spirit of the Old City, the refugees were assimilated without 

any undue discord and became an integral part of the city fabric.  

As the area grew more crowded, people who could afford to do so started moving out from the Old 

City to the suburbs, while retaining their commercial establishments. Slowly, the area is becoming an 

entirely commercial zone, evolving away from the mixed land use patterns of the past (Gupta, 2008). The 

demographic statistics of the zone however, are achieving a greater mix- from being a primarily Islamic city 

at its inception
18

, the constituency of which the Old City is a part now has about 15 per cent Muslims, 17 per 

cent Scheduled Castes, 11 per cent Punjabis, 14 per cent Vaish, and 21 per cent OBCs (Bhatnagar, 2009). 

Over the years, Chandni Chowk has become narrower and more chaotic, little resembling what it once was. 

This landmark Delhi street is now layered with haphazard building extensions and a thick netting of 

electricity cables in the air, and informal carts and stalls selling everything from steaming street food to 

toiletries along the sides of the road, narrowing it even further. As you walk along the road, you can see 

remnants of its past, layered one over the other, with the continuing vitality of the street all around. The vast 

emptiness of Rai Lala Chunnamal ki Haveli
19

 competes with the colonial edifice of the Town Hall, broken 

jaalis with intricate fretwork and surprisingly well-preserved archaic facades make regular appearances 

along the unbroken line of buildings shaping the street. 

 

 

                                                        

17
 The refugees were housed in various historical and military locations such as the Purana Qila, Red Fort, and 

military barracks in Kingsway (around the present Delhi university). The camp sites were later converted into 
permanent housing through extensive building projects undertaken by the Government of India from 1948 
onwards. A number of housing colonies in Delhi came up around this period like Lajpat Nagar, Rajinder Nagar, 
Nizamuddin East, Punjabi Bagh, Rehgar Pura, Jungpura and Kingsway Camp. (Kaur, 2007) 
18

 Muslims constituted almost a third of the population until Partition (Gayer & Jaffrelot, 2012). 
19

 Lala Chunnamal and his family were Khatri merchants (Chunnamal Saligram) of brocade and textiles during the 
Mughal period. When the first municipality for Delhi was formed in 1862, Lala Chunnamal was appointed 
Municipal Commissioner (Goel). 
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Figure 7 – Present Day Chandni Chowk 

 

Source : The Hindu Website (Open Source).  

When we look at Chandni Chowk today, an anachronistic yet thriving marketplace, what is 

remarkable is its flexibility and continuing relevance. The advent of the Metro, which made Chandni Chowk 

accessible to all parts of the city, has further increased the flow of people streaming to its bustling shops 

and eateries. Centuries old institutions continue to prevail- Ghantewala Sweets and Paranthewali Gali 

attract food lovers from all over the city, while a ubiquitous but out-of-place McDonalds has cropped up over 

the past few years to serve the palates of the less adventurous. There are plans under way to convert the 

Town Hall into a heritage hotel, and petitions are tirelessly submitted for the conservation of the area’s 

heritage structures. The Old City is rich in heritage structures, many of which are still in use today- and so 

we have the ground floor of Lala Chunnamal ki Haveli which has been let out to shops, and people living in 

the once magnificent havelis of the rich for rents as meagre as Rs 25-200. A strange combination of 

tradition and commercialism suffuses this city, one of the most historic living cities in the world, with  a 

vibrancy and resilience that make it one of the nerve centres of Delhi even today- more than 350 years after 

its conception. 
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Figure 8 – Plan of Chandni Chow in 1750, 1857 and 1910.  

Source: ADA, CSIR and MCD; UTTIPEC (Public Data from Govt. Website), January, 2010, 
http://uttipec.nic.in/writereaddata/discussionimages/1063070614.pdf, (Last consulted: 10

th
 October, 2012)  

 

6. Spatial transformations 

While long term changes are a necessary condition for the continued relevance of an urban public 

space as we have already seen, short term transformations are also of equal importance. As has been 

established earlier
20

, spatial transformation refers to the diurnal changes in the usage and activity patterns 

of urban public spaces. The degree to which an urban space permits this diurnal transformation is a direct 

measure of the flexibility of the physical realm of which the space is a part. Topologically
21

 speaking, the 

                                                        

20
  Ibid. Pg. 1 

21
  A topology can be visualized as a box, with the urban space as its base (realm enclosed) and the sides as the 

four walls (realm enclosing). A topology is essential to define the context of the space within its immediate 
physical surrounding and serves as an important tool to understand the nature of interaction between form and 
space. 

Plan of Chandni Chowk in 1857 | Source: Kraft, Thomas and Ehlers. Eckart 

Plan of Chandni Chowk in 1750 | Source: Suzanne Gole 

 

 

Wilson Survey Plan of Chandni Chowk in 1910 |Source: Municipal Corporation of Delhi 

http://uttipec.nic.in/writereaddata/discussionimages/1063070614.pdf
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activities essentially belong to the ‘realm enclosed’ and these activities are influenced by the way the built 

edge (including its functions and architectural character) which constitutes the ‘realm enclosing’. Spatial 

transformations are also active on multiple levels of interactions and cannot be studied at any particular 

level in isolation from the others. For example, hawkers and vendors act on a very local level by 

appropriating the interstices and excesses of the physical realm (footpaths, parking lots, etc), but their daily 

migration along the streets is a response of the way the user intensity fluctuates across different points on 

the thoroughfare. 

Figure 9 - The variety of socio-cultural institutions along the Chandni Chowk Road.  

These institutions when present within urban blocks cause a physical and aesthetic break which is 

appropriated by the informal sector and act as gaps to alleviate crowding. 

 

Source: ADA, CSIR and MCD; UTTIPEC (Public Data from Govt. Website), January, 2010. Retrieved from: 
http://uttipec.nic.in/writereaddata/discussionimages/1063070614.pdf (Last consulted: 10

th
 October, 2012) 

 

 Chandni Chowk Road is flanked on either side by many religious and socio-cultural institutions. 

These institutions are the centres of gathering for a large number of people at various points of the day. The 

Fatehpuri Mosque attracts throngs of worshippers five times a day and on Fridays, the gathering is much 

larger. The Sisgunj Gurudwara is another religious institution which sees a large influx of worshippers in the 

morning and evening, while it remains relatively sparsely used during the afternoon and nights. There are 

overlaps of this sort all through the day across various such functions. It can be said of these institutions 

that they are the primary attractors of public use in Chandni Chowk. In most cases, people from across the 

city use these centres as destinations rather than incidental functions. Therefore, the gathering of people 

shifts its locus from one point of the street to the other as the day progresses. Whereas the Lal Qila Chowk 

is used from morning to evening with uniform intensity, the gathering peaks towards the evening. At the 

Fountain Chowk, the gathering peaks at two points in the day, morning and evening. At the Town Hall 

http://uttipec.nic.in/writereaddata/discussionimages/1063070614.pdf
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(Chandni Chowk) the intensity of gathering is at a maximum during the night with relatively high densities 

congregating at all points of the day. Fatehpuri Masjid Chowk is most occupied at night.  

 This movement of people through the street is guided and facilitated largely by the way the physical 

realm is designed. In large spaces, people typically gather in small but concentrated groups along the 

peripheries and much of the space remains underutilised throughout the day. When the size of the 

gathering is large, people who congregate in the centre of such spaces are typically left out of the reach of 

activity generators (like food and shopping stalls) which function from the boundaries of such spaces. Large 

public parks are a good example because the internal use is specialized and the gatherings are restricted to 

very few people. However, the peripheries of parks abutting roads experience vibrant activities and greater 

involvement of the people in the public life. This pattern of use is visible around the Town Hall and the 

Queen’s Garden areas of the old city. In small spaces on the other hand, the physical restriction coupled 

with the nature (private or semi-public) of building use flanking it restrict large gatherings and the 

experience remains intimate. This is characteristic of the kucha typology of streets as discussed above. 

Another guiding principle in the use of public spaces, especially streets in the context of the Indian 

subcontinent is the access to shade. Streets experience better commercial efficiency and public comfort in 

regions that are well shaded either by trees and vegetation or arcades. The proportion of use of the cross 

section of the street by pedestrians in relation to the use by automobiles and other informal commercial 

activities is a good indicator of how inclusive the public space remains. The more the space occupied by 

pedestrians, hawkers, vendors and tress/ vegetation, the better the public experience of using a bazaar 

street. The reduced carriageway for automobiles due to this reclamation of public space by the people leads 

to reduced speed and adds to safety. In Chandni Chowk Road, this ratio is about 30%
22

. This means that 

on average, only 30% of the right of way is designed for use by pedestrians and related activities. However, 

due to the heavy usage of the commercial street, spill-over always leads the informal sector (comprising 

hawkers and vendors) to reclaim some of the carriageway for public use. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                        

22
  Data based on primary research conducted by authors on Chandni Chowk Road. Refer street section graphic. 
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Figure 10 – Existing street section across Chandni Chowk Road 

 

Source: ADA, CSIR & MCD, UTTIPEC (Public Data from Govt. Website), January, 2010. Retrieved from: 
http://uttipec.nic.in/writereaddata/discussionimages/1063070614.pdf (Last consulted: 10

th
 October, 2012) 

 

Chandni Chowk road in its present condition exists as a combination of artery and vacuoles
23

. The 

artery is the main thoroughfare, an axial road that connects the two institutions of the old city. This artery is 

interspersed at critical junctures by vacuoles or open spaces, namely the various squares. Morphologically, 

the relation between the vacuole and the various urban functions along Chandni Chowk are crucial to the 

way the street shapes public gathering trends. Lal Qila is marked by the large square which marks the 

beginning of Chandni Chowk Road. The Fountain Chowk is located outside the Sisgunj Gurudwara and 

Chandni Chowk is itself outside the Town Hall. The Fatehpuri Chowk marks the end of the axis at the 

Fatehpuri Masjid. Thus there is a clear co-relation between the position of key socio-cultural institutions and 

the vacuoles. These squares essentially act as agents of flexibility by allowing sufficient space for the public 

                                                        

23
  According to Prof. Neelkanth Chhaya (2010, CEPT University), vacuoles are an essential part of the urban 

public space. They are not only spaces for large gatherings, but also act as spill-over areas alleviating the streets 
from their dense crowding by providing an avenue for the public to briefly dissipate before converging onto the 
next arterial space of dense activity. Arteries and vacuoles have their own dynamics of activity generators and 
their interaction with users. 

http://uttipec.nic.in/writereaddata/discussionimages/1063070614.pdf
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to navigate and negotiate between arteries of intense commercial activity, while not hindering (or be 

hindered by) the large concentration of users (of the said functions) at key points of the day. 

 

Figure 11 - Chandni Chowk Road functions as a combination of arteries and vacuoles 

 

Source: ADA, CSIR & MCD; UTTIPEC (Public Data from Govt. Website), January, 2010. Retrieved from: 
http://uttipec.nic.in/writereaddata/discussionimages/1063070614.pdf (Last consulted: 10

th
 October, 2012) 

 

The arteries on Chandni Chowk Road are where the commercial activity peaks. There are some 

other major institutions such as State Bank of India (financial institution), Central Baptist Church (religious 

institution) and various institutionalized commercial enterprises such as Ghantewala and Gali Paranthe 

Wali. These key functions also enjoy a heritage status within the old city and are activity generators in 

themselves. The pedestrian footpaths on the arteries are shaded from the elements in many places through 

the use of arcades. The arcades are not planned as an integral part of the streetscape of Chandni Chowk 

Road but have emerged in time by the conscious efforts of various enterprises. The arcades offer shading 

in the heat of summer and many street hawkers and vendors of various goods tend to gather in and around 

these minor ‘stop-gaps’
24

 to offer services and goods to the resting passerby. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                        

24
  It is interesting to note that the term has been used to convey the effect that the arcade is supposed to have on 

the user. Typically, a consumer tired from shopping in the heat would take a moment’s pause in the shade. 
However, the intense informal activity not only offers recuperative goods (like lemonade and kulfis) but also other 
items such as clothing and jewels. This allows the consumer to browse through and shop in relative comfort and 
the pause meant for a brief relaxation turns into a mini-shopping experience in itself. This is one of the small 
incidences of the many in flexible urban spaces where efficiency is maximized through economic use of space.  

      

 

 

 

 

http://uttipec.nic.in/writereaddata/discussionimages/1063070614.pdf
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Figure 12 – The pattern of activity at the Town Hall Chowk during the day 

 

Source: ADA, CSIR & MCD. 

 

Further, the nature of commercial activity on the arteries of the Chandni Chowk Road is not of 

independent emergence. To a great extent, as discussed already
25

 the specialized functions of various 

katras define the specific function (jewels, leather, cloth, stationary, electronics, etc) of the shops at the 

mouth of these streets and collective add shape and variety to the diverse mix of goods and services found 

along Chandni Chowk. Thus, at any point on the Chandni Chowk Road, one can identify the commodities 

sold within a katra by observing the goods sold in the shops that mark its entry. For example, at the Town 

Hall Chowk which marks the entrance into Nayi Sadak
26

, one can clearly see a large number of stationary 

stores dealing not only in goods but also in services such as photocopying, printing, etc.  

 

 

 

                                                        

25
  Ibid. Pg. 5 

26
  Nayi Sadak has the largest stationary market street within the old city. 
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Figure 13 - Mixed use pattern of building use on Chandni Chowk Road 

 

Source: ADA, CSIR & MCD; UTTIPEC (Public Data from Govt. Website), January, 2010. Retrieved from: 
http://uttipec.nic.in/writereaddata/discussionimages/1063070614.pdf (Last consulted: 10

th
 October, 2012 

 

These market streets and their entrances are marked by three kinds of stores dealing in two kinds of 

goods and services. The three types of shops can be categorized as the informal, the specific and the 

complementary. The two types of goods that these enterprises deal in can be classified as specific and 

general. Specific stores are those which sell goods that are the expertise of the residing community and are 

manufactured or produced there from. Ballimaran for example is a specialized leather market. Here the 

specific stores deal in leather goods and footwear exclusively. Complementary stores deal in allied goods 

that would find appropriate use only in association with the specific goods. On Ballimaran, specific stores 

selling leather belts, wallets and jackets often are in close proximity to complementary stores dealing in 

pants and jeans. Complementary stores also deal in various goods of daily use and offer common services. 

They include small stationary stores, telephone centres, milk booths, food and drinks outlets and other 

miscellany.  The informal enterprises usually comprising the street vendors and hawkers are by nature 

mobile and make use of the opportunities presented by gaps in services and spaces along the streets. 

Where a gap exists in the goods required by the people and the goods served by the formal shops, the 

informal sector moves in to fill in the demand gap with a wide variety of allied goods. A good example of this 

behaviour is the mobile vegetable vendor who is an essential part of the local commercial setup. In highly 

specialised katras, one does not find grocery stores and the demand for fruits, vegetables and other food 

items is met by the mobile vendors who move between streets and neighbourhoods offering these services. 

Alternatively, where a gap exists in the space between buildings or outside closed shops, the informal 

sector finds space to set up their shops thereby efficiently utilising the space in the urban public realm. 

Through a combination of these two factors, the informal sector expresses a strong sense of adaptability 

and flexibility in the use of space and in the continued relevance as essential commercial entities in the old 

city in general and on Chandni Chowk Road specifically. 

 

http://uttipec.nic.in/writereaddata/discussionimages/1063070614.pdf
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Figure 14 – 'Upar Makan, Niche Dukan' : another mixed use format of urbanism 

THE MIXED USE FORMAT OF URBANISM IS TERMED HERE AS 'UPAR MAKAN, NICHE DUKAN'. ALL COMMERCIAL STREETS 

HAVE CONTINUOUS ROWS OF SHOPS ON EITHER SIDE TO MAXIMISE COMMERCIAL BENEFIT AND PUBLIC SECURITY 

 

Source: Photograph by Nikhil Chaudhary (Used with Author’s permission) 

 

The spatial transformation on Chandni Chowk are not only restricted to the street edges but also 

affect the structure of the urban blocks abutting the road. Over time, the continuous adaptation of the 

commercial and socio-cultural enterprises on the Chandni Chowk Road to the changing demands of the 

society have been mirrored by a similar physical transformation in the urban tissue (morphological unit) of 

the urban blocks. At the time of its inception, Chandni Chowk was flanked by large havelis or mansions of 

the nobles and rich merchants. Many of these mansions have themselves transformed over time into self 
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contained urban block entities. There are two typical patterns of transformation that have been documented. 

In the first type, as the family of the original merchant expanded, they appropriated chunks of the property 

into smaller but independent residential entities thus forming filial community blocks. Eventually, these filial 

communities entered into a diverse trade practice as a means of occupation and the edge of the havelis on 

the streets was re-appropriated into local shops. This led to the creation of an urban block as a separate 

physical entity emerging from a single family mansion. In the second type of transformation, actual physical 

modifications in terms of the demolition and building of new buildings on the site of derelict or abandoned 

havelis led to radically displaced urban characters along the Chandni Chowk Road in terms of the built 

facades and the function housed within them. Since these new buildings did not emerge organically from 

the initial condition by the effort of the residing community, there are distinct aesthetic and typological 

breaks in the built form. 

Figure 15 - Reclamation of public land by the informal and formal commercial enterprises.  

Street elements and furniture play a crucial role in deciding key positions for merchants to extend 

shops 

 

Source: Photograph by Nikhil Chaudhary (Used with Author’s permission) 
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However, these breaks in the building facade offer interesting physical variations along the 

pedestrian footpath in places where arcades have been added or removed and where the footpath has 

been widened or narrowed. Street elements such as trees, chabutras, water pumps, fire hydrants, lamp 

posts, benches are all crucial facilitators of activity and permit a combination of activities to take place 

throughout the day. Chabutras under trees are regularly used by people throughout the day; in the morning 

to read the newspapers, in the afternoon to take a quick nap, in the evening to chat and in the night to 

contemplate. Benches offer a resting place for the public throughout the day. When these street elements 

function in tandem with shops and informal outlets, they offer the best circumstances under which flexibility 

can be experienced through spatial transformation. At the most local level, diurnal spatial transformations 

are a product of the interaction of the people with the functions and the street elements which define the 

physical realm. 

7. Societal control in the public realm 

 Urban activity cannot exist simply as an outcome of the design of the physical realm. It is a product 

of the interaction of the public with the physical realm. This interaction is facilitated through what is termed 

as societal control
27

. Generally speaking, all public interactions are a combination of three attributes. These 

attributes are ownership, control and use. Every space is subjected to each of these three attributes in 

varying degrees of influence. Societal control works at an extremely local level and it is beyond the scope of 

this paper to chart a detailed analysis of interactions on the entire stretch of Chandni Chowk Road. 

However, certain key examples can be cited to explain this aspect of local urban governance to elucidate 

the meaning of urban flexibility. 

 Societal control is a form of urban flexibility expressed not in physical but social terms. Negotiations 

always exist between ownership of a space, its control and its use and these negotiations find an 

equilibrium which operates over a moderate scale of time. However, it is important to realize that this 

equilibrium also changes over time and the mode of societal control adapts to other changing conditions to 

redefine the way urban functions and urban space interact with the society in the public realm.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                        

27
  Jamel Akbar’s analysis of societal control through ‘forms of submission’ offers a platform on which an 

understanding of interactions on Chandni Chowk Road can be based. 
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Figure 16 – The organic spill over from a space’s internal function to the public realm  

 

Source: PATEL, KUSH (2005) (Academic project – No infringement intended) 

 

 Taking the example of a generic patch of pedestrian footpath along Chandni Chowk we see the 

complexity of interactions at play. First, the pavement is itself owned by the Delhi Municipal Corporation but 

its appropriation is controlled by the formal shopkeepers whose shop fronts open onto the said patch. 

Further, the use of this patch is primarily attributed to the public and the informal vendors and hawkers who 

appropriate the spaces for their use. In this relation, the control over the space takes precedence over the 

ownership of the public good (space) in consideration. Therefore the decision in the short term to permit or 

evict hawkers and vendors, or to extend the shop onto the street or not relies on the discretion of the 

controlling agent or the shop owner. However, most shop owners typically encourage non-competing goods 

and services to be sold by the informal sector as they generate sufficient activity on the street fronts to add 

to the footfall. Now, the arcade is under the private ownership of the residents of the building, but it 

encroaches on the public footpath which is owned by the local administration. Here is an interesting point of 

conflict. However, the benefit of use from the arcade is to the public which is also the beneficiary of the 

footpath. Therefore the control of the space falls within the immediate domain of the building owner and the 

responsibility to govern this real becomes his/hers.  
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Figure 17 - Street elements and furniture offer a variety of ways in which a space can be used through the 
day 

 

Source: Photograph by Jayesh Ganesh 

 In another example of shops appropriating public space, we see that the relation between 

ownership, control and use play crucial roles in determining how the space organically adjusts not only to 

the demands of the owners and controllers but also to the requirements of the users. Shops often 

appropriate street elements such as trees, lamp posts and benches for private gain by using them as 

display poles and outdoor shelves for goods. The ownership of these street elements is with the local 

authority whereas the use and control of these reside with the public. Interestingly, in this case, the shop 

owner assumes the role of the quasi-public and controls the use of street elements and furniture to expand 

the realm of his formal commercial enterprise onto the outdoor public space thereby effectively increasing 

footfall. Vendors and hawkers also continuously use these elements differently on different parts of the 

street and at different times of the day to maximize efficiency of space and sales. 
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Figure 18 - Societal control in urban public spaces 

Societal control in urban public spaces guides the interactions between various stakeholders and 
contributes to a more healthy and active urban life 

 

Source : Kush (2005) (Academic project – No infringement intended) 

 

Societal control of this nature permits an organic form of local community governance to take shape 

and aids in the flexible and efficient use of urban space. While the effect of societal control is fairly short 

lived in comparison to larger public policy, they still determine the daily functioning and affect the spatial 

transformations that dictate urban flexibility and promote resilience. 

8. Inferences 

 Our study of Chandni Chowk within the context of the old city of Shahjahanabad spans symbolic, 

temporal, spatial and societal dimensions of urban public spaces and their lives. All these facets contribute 

in varying degrees to the resilience of the space by permitting degrees of flexibility in use and aid in the 

continuing relevance of Chandni Chowk as an urban public space. Shahjahanabad was conceived as a 

centre of power and this is reflected in the planning and architecture of the city. As newer regimes 

succeeded the power structures of the past, they continued to use the established seat of power to proclaim 

their authority over it. The Lal Qila has thus played an integral role in making a political statement, from the 

days of Shah Jahan, when it was designed to be an awe-inspiring imperial residence. One reason that the 

Old City continues to remain resilient is that it continues to be of importance as a traditional seat of 

power. Thus an element of symbolism lends vital importance to the continued relevance of Shahjahanabad 

in general and Chandni Chowk and the allied institutions in particular. Although the old city lost importance 
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as an administrative centre over the years, it continues to be relevant as a religious and commercial centre. 

One reason for this could be that no serious provisions were made for these activities in the planning of 

New Delhi at a scale that could rival the already existing infrastructure of the old city. Jama Masjid is the 

biggest Mosque in Delhi, and one of the biggest in India. Sis Ganj Gurudwara is the second largest 

Gurudwara in Delhi. As one of the largest historic trade centres, the markets of the old city continue to be 

active and functional over the years. 

 Despite the demise of the Mughal culture of Chandni Chowk, the crafts of the traditional karkhanas 

persist even today. And so it is that Dariba Kalan continues to be the destination to go to for silver jewellery, 

Ballimaran is still a hub for leather goods and Khari Baoli is known as Asia's largest spice market. New 

commercial activities have also sprung up over the years, aided by the flexibility of the spatial context. 

Bhagirath Palace, once known as Begum Samru's Palace, has evolved into Asia's largest electrical 

market. With its unique network of commercial activity, made famous over the years by virtue of the history 

and the tradition preceding it, Chandni Chowk thus continues to attract shoppers from across the city, with 

even tourists and passers-through finding it worth their while to stop by in the Old City. 

 The resilient nature of the city is also inextricably linked with the way in which it was conceived, 

planned and built. Shahajahanabad is a medieval city. The institutions of power and religion were not its 

only pillars. The city was rooted in a strong practice of trade and commerce and this allowed other allied 

institutions to develop. While the main axes and location of primary institutions were planned and fixed, the 

interstices which now comprise of the urban blocks grew in an accretive and organic fashion over the 

generations. Combined with the commercial intensity, this permitted the accommodation of a large 

population with a high density. Since the mode of transportation and movement through the city was 

primarily pedestrian, all services were concentrated along the streets in a mixed use pattern which added to 

the density and promoted efficient use of land and resources and led to a maximization of productivity and 

contributed to the increased public activity in urban spaces. In contrast to this mode of organic growth, 

colonial and contemporary town planning acts reduced the building of the city to a one time act and 

eradicated from its functioning any scope for flexibility. More crucially the zoning of large tracts of urban 

land into residential, commercial, institutional and industrial usage effectively ruled out any possibility for a 

mixed use development to emerge. This forced the population to be removed from centres of public activity 

such as commercial streets and institutional areas and led to the time bound use of spaces as opposed to 

the continued use. As a result, all spaces in the modern city lose relevance to the public once their use 

period is over. For example, institutional areas are abandoned after working hours in the evening. Thus, the 

lack of flexibility and loss of relevance on a daily basis ensure poor resilience in the long run.  

 Modern public policy aims at setting out a larger framework of guidelines whose application 

remains interchangeable and disregards local context. As we have seen in our study of societal control, this 

is not the way the city’s organic growth takes shape. Modern methods of intervening at local levels involve a 

public participatory approach and take into account the various complexities of local issues rather than 

proposing a onetime solution for the whole region. Societal control is an essential aspect of urban life 

precisely because it is the dynamics of ownership, control and use which govern the behaviour and 

allocation of urban space by various stakeholders in the public arena. Urban flexibility in tandem with 
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societal control enforced by the community ensures a continued relevance and promotes resilience in the 

long run. Resilience is a product of continuous adaptation emerging from a negotiation between fixed and 

flexible urban forces and conditions. 

9. Conclusion 

Urban flexibility works in three distinct spheres of urban existence. Firstly, the temporal 

transformations allude to the continued relevance and resilience of the space in the long term. Secondly, 

the spatial transformations are physical in nature and operate on a diurnal basis permitting an active urban 

public life in the city by effectively forming associations with the space and the various institutions and its 

users. Thirdly, these transformations are facilitated by societal control which works at a local level but exists 

in an intangible manner across the city and its spaces. While the case specifically chosen to highlight this 

issue is Chandni Chowk in Shahjahanabad, this study can be extended to other medieval Indian cities as a 

tool for analysis.  

The underlying theme of the study remains the focus on organic and accretive urban growth as a 

means to achieve greater flexibility and resilience. The inferences from the study highlight the vital role of 

the local and specific aspects of the city’s physical and social realms in maintaining a healthy urban life. 

Therefore the approach towards better urban management cannot dwell on master plans but will have to be 

more genetic in indentifying and understanding local situations. Restrictive master plans typically fail to 

deliver their intended results in our context because implementation is never followed through with. In such 

a context where de-notification seems to be the norm and rapid growth of urban centres is a given for the 

coming few decades, public participatory approach can help bridge some of the gaps between the organic 

on-ground growth and the rigid planning proposals. 
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